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The history and legacy of Nintendo reads like some sort of messianic prophecy. Once upon a time, video games flourished and blossomed under
the hands of people that loved the medium and wanted to do things with it. Alas, there were those who sought to abuse the booming medium,
delved too deep and too greedily, and brought the golden age to the end. This was 1983, and things were grim. For two years, video game
companies became bankrupt, and the medium was dying. Along comes Hiroshi Yamauchi, cloaked in white and red, holding up the box that
would drag the medium out of the dark ages: the Nintendo Entertainment System. The medium was saved, and to ensure that this disaster
would never happen again, the god-king Yamauchi declared that he would personally limit the power of third party developers, giving rise to
Nintendo’s “Seal of Quality”.

If it sounds slightly fantastical, that is because it is. But this is exactly how it went down, and Nintendo single-handedly secured the future of
home video game entertainment. Their contribution to video game history alone is monumental, and this is only bolstered by playing host to the
mascots of the medium. Mario, Zelda, Donkey Kong, Pokémon, Metroid – the pantheon of games stretches for miles. Fast forward to 2016, and
while they are still very influential, and their releases are awaited with bated breath, there is a slight scent of old age about them. This is
exacerbated by recent allegations where third party developers, including Moon Studios of Ori And The Blind Forest
(http://neogaf.com/forum/showpost.php?p=196355063&postcount=142) and Unravel  (http://gamingbolt.com/coldwood-nintendo-really-secretive-
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about-nx-wouldnt-mind-putting-unravel-on-it)developer Coldwood Studios (http://gamingbolt.com/coldwood-nintendo-really-secretive-about-nx-
wouldnt-mind-putting-unravel-on-it), have approached Nintendo regarding new games for the console, and Nintendo has kept their gates
closed, their mysterious NX still under wraps.
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These self-imposed checks and balances exist in Nintendo’s production practices for a reason. The video game crash of 1983 was primarily
caused by too many games with terrible production value flooding the market and destroying consumer confidence. The release of E.T. – the
most shameless attempt at a cash grab that the medium had ever seen – was the final nail in the coffin. When Nintendo released the NES in
1985, people were still very sceptical about the production values that the games would offer. The Nintendo Seal of Quality remains one of the
most important moments of video game history because it offered accountability. Nintendo was deliberately limiting the number of products for
its consoles, and personally backing every product it offered to a high standard of production and quality so that the consumer was not
subjected to the same shovel-ware that destroyed the industry the first time.

This means that Nintendo have kept their Wonka factory sealed for the better part of twenty five years. Their content guidelines are strict and
they hold their in-house production teams to ridiculously high standards. This makes products created by third party developers a rarity on their
consoles: their hands are largely off of the product, which makes them understandably nervous about the quality of the game. Sure, Nintendo
have guidelines that third party devs have to follow to even get close to a Nintendo console – size restrictions, content regulation, etc – and those
that have managed to play ball have produced some stellar games for the consoles Nintendo owns. Bayonetta, Resident Evil 4, The Wonderful 101
and Xenoblade Chronicles are all examples of third party developers getting their foot in the door and making some amazing products for
Nintendo consoles.

The issue is exactly that: Nintendo has never played fair with third-part developers. The NX problem is a problem that Nintendo has had ever
since the days of the Nintendo 64. The N64, while one of the best consoles ever produced, was a bitch to code for. The game paks were simply
too small, which forced third party developers to jump over to the competitors to make the more technically demanding games they wanted to
make. Nintendo attempted to alleviate this with the Gamecube, upping the size and opening the door for more third party devs to make games,
and this is where the Gamecube got a lot of its sales. Unfortunately, it was pipped at the post by the amazing third party support of the
PlayStation 2 and the Xbox, albeit barely, with its sheer power and graphical fidelity, and undermined once again by its storage medium.
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Nintendo has always had the mentality of “if you want something done right, do it yourself”, and for the most part it has lead them to success.
Their first party exclusives have reached consistent mainstream and financial success, and the fact that they hold the monopoly on the nostalgia
factor goes without saying. But Nintendo cannot continue to close its doors and make life hard for third party developers. One team can not
make a console successful, unless your name is Bungie or something. The successes of third party development are telling: exclusive titles may
prompt you to buy a console, but the variety of titles available will push a player to stay there. The Wii U may boast some of the best first-party
titles, but it is still being crushed by the PS4 and the Xbox One because there simply aren’t enough games for the Wii U.

Of course, this begs the ultimate question: should Nintendo just drop the Seal of Quality altogether? It would seem that this practice of letting
only the best games in and leaving the rest is an antiquated, dynastic practice set on securing its own legacy above all others. Dropping the seal
would allow Nintendo to shift its stance somewhat, relax their restrictions and entice new developers on board. That being said, they would also
need to fix the peculiar way that they make consoles. They haven’t made a normal, easily programmable console since the SNES. This is not to
say that Nintendo should open the floodgates to shovelware. They tried that with the Wii, and it is what dragged the good ship of motion
controls to the bottom of the ocean. Nintendo simply needs to lose some of their privilege. Yes, they created a legacy that cannot be denied. Yes,
they are one of the biggest and most lucrative developers by name alone. But it isn’t enough; Nintendo is slowly dying because they cannot keep
up with the times.

Nintendo’s new foray into the console wars may be the crucial moment in their history. If the NX takes off, it would mean a reinvention of their
company, pushing more quality titles that meet their high quality standards and, with the help of third party support, resurrect the phoenix. But
with the NX under wraps, and the lines of communication closed, it may lead to a different scene: the NX launches with ten high-quality first
party titles. People get on board the train. Everyone is excited.

Then, all of a sudden, silence. No one wants to cooperate with the publishers that won’t let them in. Nintendo, for all of its talent and dynasty,
creaks to a halt. It watches as the bigger players in the game embrace the unity of third party developer and money printing publisher as they
sail off into the sunset, leaving Nintendo in the dark to rust. Time goes by. Nintendo is remembered certainly, as the developer that paved the
way for games today. But now, they stand as a monument to the old ways, where only a select few were deemed worthy to make video games.
While others permitted these new faces to try their hand, Nintendo sunk into the shifting sands of history. Their fear was their loss, and it was
their downfall.
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